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Who We Are
Kayan is a feminist organization established in 1999, working in the f ield of women?s empowerment and 
promoting Arab Palestinian women?s rights in Israel. Through overlapping programs, we strive toward 
our mission of consolidating an active, systematic, nationwide feminist movement that actively effects 
social change through contesting the root causes of gender-based discrimination, defending and 
promoting the rights of Palestinian women, and ensuring their integration in decision-making positions 
in general. All of our activit ies are oriented towards fulf il l ing Kayan?s vision of a secure and just society, 
free of gender-based discrimination, in which Arab Palestinian women in Israel enjoy full and equitable 
opportunities for self-actualization, and take a leading part in society through realizing their individual 
and collective rights. 

 Kayan works with Palestinian women in Israel, predominantly l iving in Arab vil lages and towns in 
Northern, Central and Haifa Districts of Israel, and from mixed cit ies (such as Haifa and Yafa). The vil lages 
are located in geographical peripheries which remain isolated in terms of transportation, access to 
infrastructure, health, social services, legal recourse, and employment. Most women active in Kayan?s 
grassroots init iatives have basic education and are between the ages of 35 and 55.  

Kayan?s Strategy of Change 
Through two interconnected departments, Kayan works on several parallel levels, util izing 

strategies of empowerment, awareness-raising, community organizing, and advocacy. 

Kayan?s Department of Community Work mobilizes women to challenge gender discrimination at 
the levels of family, community and society, and to actively participate in public l ife and 
decision-making processes through long-term investments in the development of Arab women?s 
leadership at the grassroots. Support of women-led community organizing in Arab vil lages has emerged 
as a cornerstone of our work, a tool that empowers women to overcome gender-based imbalances and to 
improve their l ives in tangible ways. The main themes we are currently promoting within our grassroots 
work are: violence against women and f ighting the phenomenon of women?s murder, gender-sensitive 
budgeting, sustainable leadership for women?s health, and participation of women in local polit ics.

           Kayan?s Legal Department leverages the community department?s efforts by informing program 
development, providing legal tools to support local init iatives, engaging with institutional stakeholders, 
and promoting an Arab Palestinian feminist agenda on the national stage. Our legal team investigates  
investigates institutionalized barriers to women?s rights actualization; empowers empowers Arab 
women as informed decision makers able to demand their rights; l it igates in defense of women?s 
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 human and civil rights; and advocates the social, polit ical, economic, and legal changes crit ical 
to the promotion of their status and the success of their init iatives. Through in-depth research, 
free legal consultation and representation, strategic advocacy and rights education for 
Palestinian women in Israel, our legal team works to improve legal access and leverage 
gender-responsive lit igation as a tool for social change. The legal department focuses on two 
main themes which emerged as fundamental to defending women?s rights: personal status, and 
employment rights, including sexual harassment in the workplace.  

In 2014, we began a process of integrating the Legal and Community departments in 
order to create a more holistic structure and approach. For example, Kayan?s two lawyers held 
workshops and lectures for the local women?s groups that the community department works 
with. The lectures covered various issues, such as the legal status of Palestinian women in 
Israel, employment rights, child custody, the National Security Institute, and sexual harassment 
at the workplace. The two departments collaborated on designing the contents of two paralegal 
courses we held on women?s employment rights. The legal department is attentive to the needs 
arising through discussions in staff  meetings, where the community department staff  brings the 
grassroots voices of local women, and devises strategies for their awareness-raising work and 
publications. We believe in a holistic approach to social change, and this is becoming 
increasingly ref lected in the structure of the organization. 

Staff, Board, and Volunteers 
 We at Kayan are always attentive to voices from the 

f ield, and the women we work with take part in our 
decision-making processes. One of the women sits 
on Kayan?s board, bringing the voice of the f ield to 
the highest level decision-making processes, while 
other women sit on steering committees of our 
programs. With their input we adapt our activit ies to 
the specif ic needs of each community we work in. 
For example, during last summer?s war on Gaza, we 
created a safe space for women to voice their 
concerns and to talk about their feelings.             

The staff  and board engaged in a two-day 
strategic planning retreat in December, where we revisited Kayan?s mission, vision, 
goals, and the current organizational structure. We also discussed how the board 
members can act as advocates of Kayan in the community, and how they can more 
effectively support Kayan in structured ways. 
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Community Empowerment and Organizing 
Jusur (Bridges) National Forum of Arab Women Leaders; The year 2014 marks a 
turning point in the development and direction of the Jusur Forum. This national forum, consisting of 
about 45 women community leaders from approximately 20 vil lages where Kayan works, has been 
consolidating and expanding over the past f ive years. Jusur members meet on a quarterly basis, and once 
a year participate in a two-day retreat, all facil itated by Kayan?s community organizers. During these 
meetings, the women exchange experiences, and engage in open dialogue and crit ical discussions on 
burning issues pertaining to their l ives. Furthermore, our community organizers encourage participants 
to take on increasingly active roles during these network meetings, and to feel ownership over the 
Forum, so that it becomes a sustainable framework. This model is unique and it is the only forum of such 

scope in Israel, bringing together women from many 
dif ferent locations and dif ferent geographical and 
socio-economic backgrounds. 
In June 2014, the Jusur Forum met for a two-day retreat, 
where they engaged in structured strategizing, setting long 
term goals, mapping the most crucial issues affecting the 20 
communities, and deciding on national actions they want to 
lead. The retreat included revisit ing the history of the 
Forum?s establishment and the major stages in its 
evolvement. In addition to setting long-term goals, 
workshops were held on the concept of sexuality and its 
interconnections with women's gender-based murder. 
Finally, the participants discussed the consolidation of 

practical working tools for increasing the Forum's visibil ity in the public sphere, and planning activit ies 
on the national level.  
Jusur?s Fifth Annual Conference ? ?Women in Politics?: In November, Kayan and the Jusur 
Forum held the f if th Jusur Annual Conference in Arraba, at the Mahmoud Darwish Cultural Center. The 
conference was attended by approx. 250 Arab women from dif ferent geographical areas, most of whom 
are active on the community level. The theme of the conference this year was participation of women in 
local polit ics. Issues presented and discussed during the conference included: the factors that affect the 
ways and forms of women?s participation in polit ics; 
analysis and evaluation of the present situation from a 
feminist perspective, as well as from the women?s 
perspectives; future aspirations, challenges and 
dif f iculties; factors that can facilitate the increase of 
women?s participation; and the tools needed to develop 
their active participation in public l ife. 

 The conference featured a lecture presented by Professor 
Khawala Abu Baker, a lecturer at the Al Qasemi Academic 
College of Education and the Yazreel Valley College, on
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  ?Gender Polit ics and Gender in Polit ics in the Context of the Pales-
tinian Society in Israel.? In the second part of the conference, a 
panel was held on ?The Experiences of Women Leaders: Between 
Dream and Reality.? The panel consisted of three female Arab 
Palestinian polit icians who discussed the importance of women?s 
empowerment and their belief in women?s abilit ies along with their 
readiness to pay certain prices as basic conditions for succeeding in 
this experience. The f inal part of the conference involved six work-
shops that addressed three central themes: the readiness of society 
to accept women in local polit ics, factors that support women?s en-

gagement in decision-making roles, and the implications of the presence of women in local polit ics. For a 
full report on the Forum, please visit Kayan?s Wordpress Blog.

Empowerment and Intensive Training
Kayan continues working with local women?s groups, holding in-
tensive empowerment and leadership workshops. In these work-
shops, women acquire the necessary tools for community orga-
nizing, implementing needs assessments in their local communi-
ties, and tools for becoming active leaders for social change in 
the public sphere. In 2014, we began working with a new group 
of women in Shefa Amr, and towards the end of the year consoli-
dated a new group in Tura?an. In addition, we held ten empower-
ment workshops for at-risk teenage girls from the vil lage of 
Yarka. 

Accompaniment, Support, and Professional Consultation 
 Kayan invests in long-term accompaniment of local groups of women. Thus, local groups that have under-
gone our intensive empowerment and leadership training continue to receive ongoing support, accompa-
niment and professional consultation from our staff , in addition to each local group having two represen-
tatives in the Jusur Forum. These of course vary according to the specif ic needs of each local group. It can 
include holding a workshop or a lecture on a specif ic issue, offering in-depth tools on advocacy, organiz-
ing joint public events, connecting the local groups to other relevant actors, and more. The groups we ac-
company hold various local activit ies throughout the year on various issues. 

Sustainable Leadership for Women?s Health 
Now in its third year, the groups participating in this program in the vil lages of Deir Hanna, Sulam, Yafit el 
Nasra, and Jdeydeh Al Maker continue to receive support and guidance from Kayan, as well as advocacy 
tools. The women are becoming stronger in community organizing and advocating for health rights, and 
have taken on the role of active social change agents in the f ield of women?s health in their vil lages. In 
2014, we assisted the women?s groups in organizing public lectures and workshops on health rights, as 
well as information sessions on the legal aspects of the health system and specif ic health issues. All the 
activit ies also included an element of examining and analyzing how these topics relate to our society as a 
national minority. The local groups continue to carry out their activit ies, which include healthy nutrit ion 
courses, zumba courses, walking groups, a course for mothers of small children, and Health days. The 
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groups continue to advocate vis-à-vis local councils and decision-makers regarding their health rights and 
budget allocations for women?s health needs 

The local health committees (LHCs) established by the program in the three vil lages have become 
stronger and more active with new members. They include local key stakeholders from various f ields. 
They have gained in-depth knowledge and practical advocacy tools on issues related specif ically to the 
status of women and state policies on health issues. Signif icant progress has been made towards the full 
integration of the LHCs and the local women?s groups into local decision-making processes, as the groups 
have become an address for women?s health rights as well as other issues related to women in their 
communities. The local communities are now more aware of women?s heath rights and health needs, and 
there is more will ingness to cooperate on the part of local decision-makers. Finally, Kayan established 
positive contact with the Northern District of the Ministry of Health and secured a relationship for future 
cooperation in activit ies.

Gender-Sensitive Budgeting;
  Local women?s groups in Deir Hannah, Majd El-Krum, and Jdaydeh Maker have gained in-depth tools 
through professional accompaniment and training by 
Kayan?s community organizers. They met with local 
decision makers to demand allocations of funds for 
women?s issues, and held various awareness-raising local 
community activit ies. Having women take an active part in 
decision-making processes is a major accomplishment for 
us and for the women, as this is an area that women are 
usually excluded from, and is considered exclusively a 
men?s domain.

As a result of these gender-budgeting developmental 
training sessions, women community leaders are more 
empowered and stronger as groups. They are more knowledgeable about state economy, local councils? 
laws, budgets, responsibil it ies entailed in participation in decision-making, and have a deeper knowledge 
about gender budgeting; what it means, why it is important, how to util ize it, and whom does it benefit. 
They have become an address for women?s issues in their vil lages, and various groups are contacting 
them for cooperation and for organizing public events and community projects. Local councils and 
decision-makers have recognized the importance of gender-sensitive budgeting, and of integrating 
women into decision-making processes. The groups have become a model for groups in other vil lages in 
terms of their util ization of gender budgeting and their active participation in decision-making processes. 

We are now being approached by groups from additional vil lages 
who wish to receive Kayan?s training and adopt this model to 
their needs and achieve similar results.  

Violence Against Women and Fighting the 
Phenomenon of Women?s Murder 

In full cooperation with Baladna Association for Arab Youth, 
Kayan undertook a large scale, multi-t iered project, that 
investigated, researched, and implemented workshops revolving 
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around the topic of Violence Against Women, particularly murders in the form of so called ?honor 
kil l ings.? Together, Kayan and Baladna conducted research into the attitudes of youth regarding 
violence against women. The results of the research are disturbing, with a majority of surveyed youth 

supporting the validity of 
women in the name of ?family 
honor.? However, an even larger 
percentage reported that they 
would engage in activit ies to 
oppose these murders, and it is 
this f inding that inspired our 
strategy for changing the public 
discourse on these murders. 

             Following the research, Kayan 
held an intensive training course 
for a core group of women 
grassroots community leaders, 
on the topic of gender based 
violence and kil l ings. The 
participants gained insights into 
the f indings of the research and 
are now better equipped with 
knowledge, which will help them 

design strategies of action when dealing with the theme of violence against women and ?honor kil l ings.? 
Finally, they are now equipped with tools and in-depth knowledge on how to act locally and nationally 
to raise awareness of the issue and to implement activit ies aimed at changing the public approval of 
these murders, and putting them to an end for good. The core group continues its work into 2015, and 
planning activit ies on the national level to raise awareness of the phenomenon with the aim of 
eradicating it. 

            The English abstract of the research can be found on Kayan?s Wordpress blog 

Working with Local Councils 
In 2014 Kayan submitted a proposal for the amendment of the law for advisors to mayors on the status 
of women in local councils to the Israeli Kenneset. During the last two years our Community 
Department faced major challenges in f ield work with local women?s groups in everything that is 
related to the position of advisors to mayors on the status of women. According to law, every local 
council has to have an advisor to the status of women, and we realized that the law is not enforced in 
the f ield. Together with the Jusur Forum, we learned the law in depth and conducted a f ield mapping. 
The f indings were disturbing, and we discovered many fallacies in the enforcement of the law. Based on 
this, we submitted our recommendations for amending the law, and we will follow up on it. 

6Suspendisse a mauris congue, cursus purus vel, 
venenatis ex. Cras blandit consequat quinem.
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Legal Consultation and Representation 
Kayan?s legal department provides free consultation and legal representation for Palestinian 
women from low socioeconomic backgrounds. Our lawyers specialize in personal status issues, 
employment rights, and sexual harassment at the workplace.   

Personal Status
Kayan?s Legal Department continues to promote and 
protect women?s rights in issues related to personal 
status. In 2014, we continued our efforts for transparency 
and access to information in the religious court systems, 
f ighting the issue of Obedience (Ta?a), and advocating for 
women?s rights in other personal status issues.   

We continued advocacy activit ies in the form of 
correspondence, meetings and networking with 
representatives of religious courts and representatives of 
Knesset to press for policy change and challenge 
gender-based discrimination. In regards to this issue, 
lawyers from Kayan participated in a round-table held 
with partners from the West Bank and Jordan at the 
Beir-Zeit University. The meeting focused on how to 
increase transparency in Ecclesiastical courts. This 
meeting led to the consolidation of networks and working 
relations with partners in the West Bank and Jordan.  

Promoting Equality for Palestinian 
Women in the Work Place 

In 2014, Kayan was able to contest and work against the 
violation of Palestinian women?s employment rights in the 
private Palestinian employment sector in Israel. Kayan?s 
Legal Department carried out a qualitative research, and 
published the f indings along with our recommendations in 
a report under the tit le Violations of Palestinian Women?s 
Rights Working in the Private Sector in the Palestinian 
Society in Israel. This is the f irst of such work that has been 
done. Findings include: 88%  of the women reported a 
salary lower than the minimum wage defined by law, 
where 60%  reported earning less than 65%  of the 

minimum wage. Additionally, 92%  reported that they received neither the paid leave nor sick leave that 
they are entit led to by law; 81%  reported working overtime, 68%  of which not receive any compensation 
for these extra hours. The report also features Kayan?s recommendations to the Ministry of Economy for 
the enforcement of the law. These recommendations include an increase in the number of workers 
responsible for oversight and compliance with the law, and the creation of an extensive 
awareness-raising program directing special attention to the application of the law. Such changes would 
be especially crit ical in areas with marginalized populations as well as in workplaces that employ women 
in general and Palestinian women in particular. 
In order to further promote labor rights, Kayan?s staff  util izes three strategies: f irst, providing free legal 
consultation and representation in all matters regarding labor rights. Second, Kayan is working to raise 
awareness about the issue and introduce it to the public agenda, especially among decision-makers and 

2014 In Case Numbers
- 105 new cases
- 59 cases related to personal status 

including cases related to alimony, 
custody, and property division 
after divorce

- 40 cases on employment rights
- 6 cases on issues of sexual 

harassment in the workplace

Publications on Personal Status
we published and disseminated two 
position papers: one on child custody in 
second marriage, and the other on property 
division in divorce proceedings. Following 
the dissemination of the position paper on 
child custody in second marriage, more 
women are turning to receive consultation 
on the issue, as more women are aware of 
their rights and the legal recourse available 
to them.  
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authorit ies. Third, policy change and legal proceedings against 
employers and government institutions that fail to meet their 
legal obligations towards workers. 

In order to bring the issue of labor rights to the public agenda, 
we implemented a national media campaign. The campaign was 
highly successful, reaching tens of thousands of women and 
men, and there was wide media coverage of the research in 
both the Arabic and Hebrew media. This work has resulted in a 
dramatic increase in the number of women approaching us for 
consultation regarding their employment rights. Furthermore, 
two governmental bodies contacted us after the campaign: The 
State Comptroller?s off ice requested the report, and the 
Department of Regularization and Enforcement at the Ministry 
of Economy init iated a meeting with us. They were interested in 
understanding the specif ics of Arab women in the employment 
market, and expressed interest in future cooperation between 
us.  

Preventing sexual harassment at the workplace

We were able to progress with putting the issue of sexual harassment at the workplace on the public 
agenda. In a largely patriarchal and closely-knit society, 
this issue is a dif f icult one to face, and there are many 
challenges. However, we are tackling it systematically, 
with gradual steps. We continued our intensive efforts in 
monitoring and advocating for the enforcement of the 
Prevention of Sexual Harassment Law (1998). We 
continued our work vis-à-vis Local Councils as 
employment bodies, and expanded our work to the 
Ministry of Education and Water Authorit ies in the 
Palestinian society.

At the end of 2014, our monitoring of Arab Local 
Councils shows that of the 81 Local Councils, 55 have an 
appointee for the prevention of sexual harassment at the 
workplace, 25 do not have an appointee, and 1 local 
council that we face a problem in init iating a contact 
with. We can clearly

say that the increase in the number of appointees in 
Local Councils from an init ial 40%  to the current 68%  is 
a direct result of Kayan's work and pressure.

During 2014, we invested efforts into consolidating a 
Forum for appointees for the prevention of sexual 
harassment at the workplace. We held two seminars for 

Publication on Employment 
Rights

we published and disseminated a 
position paper on Israel?s Minimum 
Wage Law (1987), examining existing 
problems with its application in 
general and in particular with regard 
to female Palestinian cit izens of 
Israel in the workforce. The paper 
outlines the inadequate application 
of labor laws by the Ministry of 
Economy and offers 
recommendations in order to protect 
the rights of working Arab women 
and to increase their incentive to 
enter into the workforce

Publication on Sexual Harassment
We published a position paper on The 
Employer?s Responsibil it ies in Preventing 
Sexual Harassment in the Workplace. The 
position paper specif ies crit ical 
requirements as defined by the Prevention 
of Sexual Harassment Law (1998) and its 
stipulations, as well as recommendations 
that will ensure employers implement the 
law and in doing so, guarantee a safe, 
harassment-free working environment for 
employees.
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appointees, which proved to be of essential value to participants, who expressed their need for more 
information, guidance, accompaniment, as well as working tools. The seminars engaged participants in 
discussions on the role of appointees, the challenges they face, their expectations from the head of the 
local councils, and the space they expect to have in order to be able to carry out their role on the best 
side. All participants expressed the importance of having such a forum as, due to the sensitivity of the 
issue, they have no one to talk to or discuss their dilemmas with.

Rights Education: Paralegal Training on Women?s Employment 
Rights

In 2014 we held two regional paralegal training courses in the f ield of women?s employment rights ? the 
f irst of its kind for Palestinian women in Israel ? for two groups of women: one in Arrabeh in the Galilee, 
and one in Kufur Qarea in the Triangle. A total of 37 women participated in the two trainings, with each 
training course consisting of 15 meetings. Our legal and community department staff  members, as well as 
external speakers specializing in specif ic issues gave these sessions. The aim of these trainings was to 
provide women community leaders with paralegal tools so that they can act as agents of social change in 
their communities. Topics covered in the meetings included, among others: an introduction about the 
situation of women in the employment market; social constructs; complexities of gender and power 
relations; women in the social and polit ical context; introduction to laws and the structure of the court 
system; women?s rights as human rights; women in the employment market and the situation of Arab 
women specif ically in the employment market ? successes and challenges; women?s employment rights; 
equality laws in employment from a gender sensitive lens; sexual harassment at the workplace: legal 
def init ions, challenges and dif f iculties faced by sexually harassed women, and alternatives for dealing 
with sexual harassment at the workplace; workers contracted through third parties, women in the margins 
of the employment market; workers? unions; mobilizing social media tools; community work and social 
change, and strategic planning principles. We received positive feedback from the participants, indicating 
the success of the trainings and the need for equipping women with the knowledge and tools they 
gained. The legal contents were new to the women and led to a change in their perceptions and grasping 
of terms. The theme of sexual harassment at the workplace was signif icant, and the contents related to 
community organizing enabled them to consolidate and effectively plan their community projects. Both 
groups chose to hold awareness-raising workshops for high-school students on issues related to their 
employment rights. Following the success of these trainings, we plan to hold an additional training group 
in 2015.

Rights Education: Workshops, Lectures, and Dissemination of Information
Both Kayan?s lawyers give workshops to various groups of 

women on issues of personal status, employment rights, and 
sexual harassment at the workplace. Through these workshops, 

women gain crit ical knowledge about their rights. The 
publications we issue and disseminate complement this element, 
as they offer the information in Arabic, and in a language that is 

accessible to the women. 9



Responses to Gaza: Joint Efforts from the Community and Legal 
Departments 

Following the military attack on Gaza in the summer of 2014, Kayan took immediate action on several 
levels. First, we init iated an emergency meeting with the participation of approximately 10 civil society 
organizations, following which we issued a joint statement against the attack. In support of the residents 
of Gaza, Kayan?s local groups of women organized and raised approximately 21,500 EUR in the framework 
of a national emergency medical aid campaign, in cooperation with the Galilee Society. Kayan?s staff  took 
it upon themselves to disseminate receipt books to the women and to collect the money raised, which 
was used to buy medicine. The mobilization and active participation of the grassroots groups of women 
that we worked with in this emergency aid campaign gave the women more self-confidence in their 
activity in the public sphere. The women were able to take center-stage in many vil lages in a sphere that 
is usually dominated by men. They practiced leadership, init iative, and resourcefulness, all of which led to 
the successful results of this campaign. 

In support of Palestinian women in Israel, Kayan?s lawyers were available to support and give 
consultations to women arrested during demonstrations against the war. As many Arabs were f ired from 
their jobs on the backdrop of the war, we issued a statement which provided information on employment 
rights and urged women who have been f ired on the basis of their polit ical opinions to contact Kayan?s 
legal department. Kayan?s community department organized ventilation sessions for the local women?s 
groups, as many women were in extreme duress as they faced physical violence in demonstrations, and 
were exposed to verbal and physical violence in public spaces. Women shared their personal feelings of 
insecurity, how they are dealing with their children, the dif f iculties and challenges at work in Jewish 
employment places, the devastation they felt that there are no lessons learned from one war to the next, 
the helplessness and solidarity with our people in Gaza, their belief that this conflict will never be solved 
through violence, the shrinking spaces for freedom of expression and questioning the democratic nature 
of a state that suppresses legitimate demonstrations with extreme and disproportional violence, and 
more. We also held sessions on conflict resolution and how the Israeli-Palestinian conflict affects 
Palestinian women in Israel and their involvement in public and private life. 

Of course, the effects of the military attack on Gaza can stil l be felt, and thus we continue to be attentive 
to the f ield. For example, Palestinian cit izens of Israel are stil l being f ired from their jobs based on their 
nationality or polit ical views. We periodically publish information for Palestinian women about their 
employment rights and reach out to them, invit ing them to contact us for consultation and legal 
representation. Partly due to our intensive outreach work on this issue, Kayan?s legal department dealing 
with women?s employment rights has reached a wider audience, and more women are aware of the legal 
services we provide, the awareness-raising activit ies, and advocacy we carry out in order to protect and 
promote women?s rights in the workplace. 
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Networking, Joint Programs, and Coalitions 
Essential to Kayan?s work is networking, leading joint actions, and exchange of knowledge and best 
practices with other organizations working in similar f ields. This also enables us to reach new target 
audiences we don?t usually work with. In 2014, Kayan led joint programs with several civil society 
organizations, university students, local off icials, and teachers, reaching over 2,000 women and men. 
From lectures and activit ies with Kayan, these individuals and organizations have increased their capacity 
in all that relates to gender mainstreaming and incorporating a gender-sensitive lens into their work, 
fortif ied their awareness of all that relates to women's civil, employment, economic, and human rights, 
and increased their knowledge on how to use resources like Kayan to access information about these 
topics. Among the civil society organizations we cooperated with in 2014 are: Arab Human Rights 
Association (HRA), Baladna Association for Arab Youth, Jensaneya-The Forum for Sexuality, ADRID, the 
Galilee Society, Kav La Oved, and the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI). 
Kayan is an active member of several national coalit ions working to promote the status of women in 
Israel. Partners support each other?s work through cooperative advocacy, joint implementation of project 
activit ies, and the exchange of knowledge and resources. The coalit ions we are currently members of 
include:  

- Haifa Women's Coalit ion ? A bi-national coalit ion comprised of Isha L'Isha ? Haifa Feminist Center, 
Haifa Rape Crisis Center, Kayan, and Aswat ? Palestinian Gay Women. Partners share off ice space and 
collaborate in projects to end violence against women; 

- Women's Budget Forum ? A coalit ion of 15 women?s and human rights groups working for equitable 
national budget allocations, init iated by ADVA Center ? Information on Equality and Social Justice in 
Israel; 

- Working Group for Equality in Personal Status Issues ? A coalit ion of eight human rights and women's 
organizations f ighting to end discrimination against Arab women by challenging social injustice and 
personal status equality; 

- Working Group on the Status of Palestinian Women Citizens of Israel ? Monitors state compliance with 
the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); 

- Action Group for the Advancement of Gender Equality at the Workplace ? advocates gender equality 
and security in the workplace; 

- Member of the Women?s Security Index Coalit ion, an init iative of six feminist organizations; 
- Member of the Shutafut-Sharakah Coalit ion: Organizations for a Shared, Democratic and Equal Society  
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Challenges 

As Palestinian women cit izens of Israel, we continue to face the challenge of l iving in a patriarchal and 
predominantly traditional society, which relegates the woman to her traditional gender role as caretaker 
and limits her to the private sphere. Parallel to this, as a national minority l iving in a Jewish state, we are 
faced with structural discrimination at the highest policy and decision-making levels. These challenges 
are coupled together and are ref lected in numerous ways and on all levels. For example, women who wish 
to participate in our programs and activit ies often have to obtain the permission of their male relatives. 
On the broader level, they face challenge participating in an activity outside of their vil lage, as they have 
no access to public transportation. These are but two small examples of how this double discrimination 
acts to limit women and to pose challenges. There are also the challenges of lack of cooperation on the 
part of off icial bodies, such as in the cases of religious courts, which deny us free access to information, or 
local councils who do not rush to cooperate with us on the issue of appointing an employee responsible 
for the prevention of sexual harassment at the workplace, or when we demand gender sensitive 
budgeting. 

 As with most challenges, we at Kayan have found that with creativity and perseverance we can overcome 
the obstacles that we encounter. We now schedule and offer women private transportation from their 
vil lages to our meetings, making it feasible for them to attend meetings without relying on the 
inconvenient public transportation. Furthermore, we time our meetings in accordance with the needs of 
the women, many of whom are caretakers. When planning and scheduling activit ies, we keep in mind the 
needs of the women and the challenges they face. In regards to the lack of cooperation from local 
polit ical bodies and religious courts, we found that perseverance is key. In both our experience with the 
religious courts and the local councils, by continuously following up on our demands over an extended 
period of t ime, we eventually achieved our goals. In both of these instances we were met with reluctance 
or refusal at f irst, but through our commitment to our cause, we were able to ascertain the needed 
information from the religious courts, as well as set up workshops for the sexual harassment appointees 
with the local councils. Though there is stil l much to be done for enforcing the existing laws pertaining to 
preventing sexual harassment in the work place, this year we made great advancements in our mission, 
and will continue to do so through ongoing perseverance 

Looking Towards the Future
With motivation to effect sustainable social change, and momentum from our existing accomplishments, 
we look forward to a new year in which we can continue with our current programs and implement new 
and creative solutions to the challenges we face. As an organization that is deeply connected to the 
women we work with, our strategy at once looks towards the future and is responsive to the rising needs 
of the present. In the coming year we look forward to putting our efforts towards continuing the 
empowerment of Palestinian women in Israel with the tools they need to become active and engaged 
civil society actors. By dismantling the institutionalized barriers to gender equality, and responding to 
crit ical issues that arise within our community by employing our organizational resources and mobilizing 
and enabling the women that we work with we look forward to enabling Palestinian women to be the 
change they wish to see in themselves, their communities, and their nation. 
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Connect with Us 

English Facebook 

Arabic Facebook 

Website 

Wordpress 

Newsletter Signup

Support Kayan 

Roundup 

Global Giving 

Contact us 

Rafah Anabtawi, Director: 

rafa@kayan.org.il

Khulud Khamis, Development and Public Outreach Coordinator: 

khulud@kayan.org.il

Our Supporters in 2014 

Anonymous Donor                                                                 Cfd Christl icher Friedensdienst (Switzerland) 

European Union                                                                      Global Fund for Women 

Haifa Council                                                                           HEKS-EPER Swiss Interchurch Aid 

Mediterranean Women?s Fund                                           Open Society Institute 

Urgent Action Fund for Women?s Human Rights          Women?s Health Collaborative (WHC) 

Individual donors and friends of Kayan (Community fundraising)
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https://www.facebook.com/KayanFeministOrg?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/KayanFeministOrganization
http://www.kayan.org.il/en/
https://kayanfeminist.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/KayanFeministOrg/app_100265896690345
https://www.facebook.com/KayanFeministOrg/app_100265896690345
http://www.round-up.org.il/%D7%9B%D7%99%D7%99%D7%90%D7%9F
http://www.globalgiving.org/projects/kayan-jusur-arab-women-empowerment/
http://www.globalgiving.org/projects/kayan-jusur-arab-women-empowerment/
mailto:rafa@kayan.org.il
mailto:rafa@kayan.org.il
mailto:khulud@kayan.org.il

